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Water conservation peaked in Australia in 1972 – our last big dam was Burdekin 
Falls Dam in Queensland built 32 years ago. 
 
Elsewhere in Australia, water conservation virtually stopped when Don Dunstan 
halted the building of Chowilla Dam on the Murray in 1970 and Bob Brown’s Greens 
halted the Franklin Dam in 1983 (and almost every other dam proposal since then). 
 
The Darling River water management disaster shows that we now risk desperate 
water shortages because our population and water needs have more than doubled, 
and much of our stored water has been sold off or released to “the environment”. 
 
However, we regularly see floods of water being shed by the Great Dividing Range, 
most of it ending up in the Pacific Ocean, while somewhere to the west of that 
watershed is in severe drought. Then, under what should be called “The Flannery 
Plan for Water Conservation”, after letting flood waters run into the sea, they build 
squillion-dollar desalination plants to get water back from the sea. 
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Our ancestors had the prudence and the will to build great assets like the Tasmanian 
and Snowy hydro schemes, Lake Argyle, Fairbairn Dam and the Perth to Kalgoorlie 
water pipeline? What are we building for our children? 
 
Politicians can pass laws or find money for games, stadiums, climate jamborees, 
study tours, gifts to foreigners, green energy toys, giant batteries and the NBN. 
Canberra alone spends a billion dollars every day. 
 
Our engineers know how to lay large pipelines over hundreds of km to export natural 
gas, and bore road and rail tunnels through mountains and under cities and 
harbours. 
 
But we cannot find the funds or the courage to build a couple of dams on the rainy 
side of the Great Divide somewhere between the Ross River at Townsville and the 
Clarence River at Grafton and some pumps, tunnels and pipes to use and release it 
into the thirsty Darling River basin. 
 
Someone is always cursing either droughts or floods. 
 
We need to curse less and dam more. 
 
Viv Forbes 
forbes@saltbushclub.com 
 
 
Viv Forbes is Executive Director of the Saltbush Club. He is an applied science graduate with a lifetime of experience in 
exploration, mining, farming, grazing, weather-watching, politics, lecturing and investment analysis. His first job, many decades 
ago, was investigating the geology of a site for a dam south of Brisbane which has never been built. 

 
Further Reading: 
https://saltbushclub.com/2019/01/25/darling-river-fish-kills/ 
 
https://saltbushclub.com/2019/01/03/the-murray-darling-basin-scam/ 
 
https://saltbushclub.com/2018/12/21/stop-wasting-our-dam-water/ 
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